We construct a supersymmetric quantum Hall liquid with a deformed supersymmetry. One parameter is introduced in the supersymmetric Laughlin wavefunction to realize the original Laughlin wavefunction and the Moore-Read wavefunction in two extremal limits of the parameter. The introduced parameter corresponds to the coherence factor in the BCS theory. It is pointed out that the parameter-dependent supersymmetric Laughlin wavefunction enjoys a deformed supersymmetry. Based on the deformed supersymmetry, we construct a pseudo-potential Hamiltonian whose groundstate is exactly the parameter-dependent supersymmetric Laughlin wavefunction. Though the SUSY pseudo-potential Hamiltonian is parameter-dependent and non-Hermitian, its eigenvalues are parameter-independent and real.
I. INTRODUCTION
The quantum Hall effects (QHE) are remarkable phenomena whose physical properties are deeply related to modern concepts of mathematics. The followings are some of the wellknown examples. The strong magnetic fields on QH systems bring a physical realization of non-commutative geometry [1, 2] . The edge states are chiral massless excitations, and are described by the conformal field theory formalism [3, 4] . Excitations are anyons whose statistics is classified by the braid group [5] . The effective field theory of QHE is given by the Chern-Simons topological field theory [6, 7] .
In experiments, QH systems are realized in two-dimensional quantum wells. However, as mentioned above, since the QHE contains the deep and rich mathematical structures, one may tend to ask how the QHE and the related such mathematical structures will be generalized in higher dimensions. In the past decade, there has been a great progress in the study of such generalizations. The breakthrough was brought by Zhang and Hu's four-dimensional spherical set-up of the QHE [8] . Their construction is based on the 2nd Hopf map, and indicated a first reasonable step toward generalizations of Haldane's QHE on a two-sphere [9] . Their set-up was quickly extended on more general higher dimensional manifolds [10] , such as complex projective spaces [11] , higher dimensional spheres [12, 13] , and non-compact manifolds [14] .
Recently, another direction of generalizations of QHE has also attracted attention: the supersymmetric (SUSY) extensions. Studies of one-particle problem in magnetic field on supermanifolds, i.e. the SUSY Landau models, were launched by Ivanov et al. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Independently, Hasebe and Kimura investigated Landau problem on supermanifolds [21] [22] [23] .
In such developments, particular properties of the SUSY Landau models are starting to be unveiled; non-anticommutative geometry in lowest Landau level [15] [16] [17] [21] [22] [23] , enhanced SUSY in higher Landau levels [17] [18] [19] [20] 22] , existence of negative norm states and the remedy for it [17] [18] [19] [20] 22] . Many-body problem on supermanifolds under magnetic fields, i.e. SUSY QHE, have also been explored [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . In Refs. [23, 24] , the SUSY Laughlin-Haldane wavefunctions are constructed so as to be invariant under given super Lie group symmetries. In this report, we introduce one-parameter family of the SUSY Laughlin-Haldane wavefunction. 
which is indeed invariant under the SU(2) transformations generated by
The angular momentum of one-particle in the Laughlin-Haldane wavefunction is given by
Similarly, the maximum angular momentum of any two-particles in the Laughlin-Haldane wavefunction is
Namely, the Laughlin-Haldane wavefunction does not contain two-body angular momentum that exceeds J max . Then, a pseudo-potential Hamiltonian whose zero energy groundstate is exactly the Laughlin-Haldane wavefunction is constructed as
where V J is a positive coefficient, and P J denotes the projection operator to a subspace of two-body angular momentum J
Here, C(i, j) is the SU(2) Casimir operator
III. THE SUSY HOPF MAP AND U OSp(1|2) ALGEBRA
The SUSY extension of the Hopf map [28, 29] is given by
Explicitly, the SUSY Hopf map is realized as
where ψ is a three-component (SUSY Hopf) spinor, ψ = (u, v, η) t , in which the first twocomponents are Grassmann even and the last component is Grassmann odd, and a normalization condition is imposed as
with
with τ 1 = (1, 0) and τ 2 = (0, 1) t , and they satisfy the UOSp(1|2) algebra
l α satisfy the pseudo-Hermitian condition
and θ α satisfy the pseudo-real condition θ * α = ǫ αβ θ β . With the constraint (18), it is a simple task to show that x a and θ α satisfy the condition
3 Here, * denotes the superstar-conjugation, which acts to Grassmann-odd quantities as (η * ) * = −η and
It is noticed that the fermionic generators L α are not Hermitian (but pseudo-Hermitian), and the Casimir operator is not either. However, the eigenvalues of U OSp(1|2) Casimir operator are real and explicitly given by
5 The superadjoint ‡ is defined as
where A and D are Grassmann-even component matrices, while B and C are Grassmann-odd component matrices.
which defines S 2|2 with unit radius. The explicit form of the SUSY Hopf spinor is derived
The complex representation of UOSp(1|2) generators are given bỹ
and they are related to the original representation as
IV. SUSY QUANTUM HALL LIQUID
As the original Laughlin-Haldane wavefunction is invariant under the SU(2) transformation, a SUSY extension of the Laughlin-Haldane wavefunction is constructed so as to be invariant under the UOSp(1|2) transformations [24] :
Ψ is indeed invariant under the UOSp(1|2) transformations generated by
The pseudo-potential Hamiltonian whose exact groundstate is the SUSY Laughlin-Haldane wavefunction can be similarly constructed by the similar procedure discussed in Sec.II. The maximum of the two-particle UOSp(1|2) angular momentum in the SUSY Laughlin-Haldane wavefunction is J max = m(N − 2), and the pseudo-potential Hamiltonian is given by
where the projection operator
is constructed by the UOSp(1|2) Casimir operator
It should be noticed that the pseudo-potential Hamiltonian is not Hermitian, since the fermionic generators L α are (pseudo-Hermitian but) not Hermitian. However, the eigenvalues of the pseudo-Hamiltonian are real.
V. ANOTHER SUSY QUANTUM HALL LIQUID
With
l a and l α satisfy the following SU(2|1) algebra:
d α satisfy the pseudo-Hermitian conjugation relation
l α and d α are linearly independent, but they are related by the Hermitian conjugation
One may find that l a and d α satisfy the closed algebra:
The complex representationd α = ǫ αβ d β is related to the original representation as
where ψ is subject to th the normalization condition (18) . It is readily shown that is derived as
Ψ ′ is different from Ψ by the sign in front of the fermion bilinear term. The corresponding pseudo-potential Hamiltonian and the projection operator can be similarly constructed, and take the same forms of (32) and (33), respectively. But, in the present, the Casimir operator is made from L a and D α as
VI. DEFORMED SUSY HOPF MAP AND SUPERSYMMETRY
In Sec.IV and Sec.V, we encountered two "different" SUSY Laughlin-Haldane wavefunctions. One may speculate that there will be a general SUSY wavefunctions from which two such SUSY Laughlin-Haldane wavefunctions are naturally reproduced. For the construction of such a general SUSY wavefunction, we first introduce a parameter-dependent SUSY Hopf
where
v(x) depends on a complex parameter x (x has nothing to do with the bosonic coordinates x a ), and θ α (x) as well. Though θ α (x) depends on the parameter x, x a and θ α (x) superficially satisfy the parameter-independent supersphere condition:
since θ α (x) are not pseudo-real unless |x| = 1. v α (x) are constructed by a linear combination of l α and d α ; 
, if and only if x satisfies |x| = 1. When we parameterize x = e iω , v α can be expressed as v α (e iω ) = l α cos ω − id α sin ω.
l a and v α (x) are related to the original UOSp(1|2) generators as 
Though v α (x) depends on the parameter x, l a and v α (x) satisfy the parameter-independent UOSp(1|2) algebraic relations 6 :
Then, v α (x) are regarded as "ordinary" fermionic generators of UOSp(1|2), except for the pseudo-Hermiticity. The complex representation,l a ≡ −l a * andṽ α (x) ≡ ǫ αβ v β (x), is related to the original representation as
Since v α depends on the parameter x, the corresponding Casimir operator
also does the parameter. However, the eigenvalues of the Casimir operator are parameterindependent (and given by L(L + 1/2) with L = 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, · · · ), since l a and v α (x) satisfy the parameter-independent UOSp(1|2) algebraic relations.
VII. DEFORMED SUSY QUANTUM HALL LIQUID
The deformed SUSY Hopf map (44) can be rewritten as
where ψ(x) and ψ ‡ (x) are defined as 
At r = 1, Ψ (r) reproduces Ψ (30), while at r = −1, Ψ (r) does Ψ ′ (42). It is straightforward to check that Ψ (r) is invariant under the deformed UOSp(1|2) transformations generated by
Taking advantage of the deformed UOSp(1|2) symmetry of Ψ (r) , the pseudo-potential Hamiltonian for Ψ (r) can be constructed as
where the projection operator is given by
and the parameter-dependent Casimir operator is
Since eigenvalues of the Casimir operator do not depend on the parameter, the eigenvalues of the pseudo-potential Hamiltonian do not either.
Next, we discuss physical meaning of the parameter r. 
where Φ is the original Laughlin wavefunction (9) . Expanding the exponential in (62), we obtain Ψ (r) = Φ − mr
This expansion is formally regarded as a perturbative expansion about the parameter r.
(Φ itself depends on the parameter m, and then, m should not be taken as the expansion parameter.) In the limit r → 0, the SUSY Laughlin-Haldane wavefunction is reduced to
while in the limit r → ∞,
Here, P f represents the Pfaffian function, and P f (
)Φ is known as the Moore-Read wavefunction, which describes the p-wave pairing groundstate of the QHE at ν = 5/2 for m = 2 [30, 31] . Thus, in the two extremal limits of the SUSY Laughlin-Haldane wavefunction, two different QH groundstate wavefunctions are naturally realized. There also exist interesting
